
Aesculap Dental

Aesculap® Instruments for tunnel technique 
To cover periodontal recessions 
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Rounded plate-shaped
 working tips allow more
 movement, and significantly
increase the radius of mobili-
sation in frontal and lateral
sub-periostal preparation. 

The sharpened edge of the
 instrument tips also allows
sulcular as well as tunnel
technique preparation (as
with the envelope technique). 

The design and angle of the
working tips significantly
 facilitates preparation in
 convex areas. 

Instruments for tunnel technique 

STRICKER

DX310R 

195 mm, 7 3⁄4”

The straight tunnelling instrument is
mainly used in the upper jaw, in the
frontal and lateral region. 
This allows large areas of the gingiva
to be undermined using both tunnel
and sulcular techniques. 
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BB045T

145 mm, 53⁄4”

Titanium-microblade
holder with round
handle, light. 
Easily  rotated and 
easy to handle for
 precision incisions. 

BB367R

Microsurgical blade 
stainless steel,
sterile packed 
Sales unit: PAK = 
package of 10 pieces

ERGOPLANT

DX305R

150 mm, 6" 

Microblade
holder with
round handle, 
for  precision
incisions.

BB369R

Microsurgical blade 
stainless steel,
sterile packed 
Sales unit: ST = 
package of 1 piece 

For periodontal recessions

STRICKER

DX311R 

195 mm, 7 3⁄4”

The angled tunnelling instrument is
primarily used for preparing lateral,
buccal regions. 
It can also be used distally, without
tearing the mucosal tissue and also
for the lower jaw. 
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BB063R

145 mm, 53⁄4”

Scalpel blade holder
with round handle 

BB511 BB515 BB515-C

Fig.11 Fig.15 Fig.15-C

Scalpel blades, 
vacuum heat treated, 
sterile packed
Sales unit: PAK = 
package of 100 pieces

FD258R

180 mm, 7”

DUROGRIP® needle holder 
with carbide inserts for
suture material  6/0 - 8/0

BM003R

180 mm, 7”

DUROGRIP® needle holder 
with carbide inserts for
suture material 4/0 - 6/0 
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JG381R

274 x 172 x 30 mm

Tray, 
including 3 x JG391 silicone bars, 
suitable for dental container JN092

COOLEY

DX303R

180 mm, 7"

Atraumatic 
micro forceps

FD252R

180 mm, 7"

Micro ligature scissors, 
curved,
one blade serrated  

For periodontal recessions
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